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---. “Yokai Exploration.” AnimeMilwaukee, 2019. [presentation]


Comfort, Paul, Thomas Dos’ Santos, Christopher Thomas, John J. McMahon, & Timothy J. Suchomel. “An Investigation into the Effects of Excluding the Catch Phrase of the Power Clean on Force-Time Characteristics During Isometric and Dynamic Tasks: An Intervention Study.” The Journal of
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---, script adapter/translator. *Historia de un flemón, una mejor y dos hombres* by Osvaldo Dragún. Carroll University bilingual play performance, April 26, 2018: *Stories to be Told / Historias para ser contadas*. [contribution to a performance]


Dowell, Meghan L. “Critical Theory in Information Literacy.” University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee School of Information Studies, 2019. [invited lecture]


---. “Breast-milk and Dhamma-milk: Mothers as Spiritual Teachers.” International Workshop on Breastfeeding(s) and Religions: A Cross-cultural and interdisciplinary perspective, 2019. [presentation]


---. “Māyā, a Passive Vessel or the Culmination of Mothering as the Buddhist Path?” International Workshop on Pregnancies, Childbirths and Religions: A Cross-cultural and interdisciplinary perspective from Antiquity to the Present, 2019. [presentation]


---. “Pre-Death Grief in Caregivers of Partners with Young Onset Dementia.” International Death, Grief, and Bereavement Conference, 2018. [presentation]


Krejcak, Phil. Half-Life Stories. [stories]

---. The Magdalene. [photography/graphics in book format]

---. Orb. [photography/graphics in book format]


Levine, Todd D. “Science for Everyone: Freshwater Mussels at Lac Lawrann.” 2019. [presentation]


North, Sarah, Barbra Beck, Marissa Liveris, Amy Vega, Nicole Boyington, Lani Stockwell, Thomas E. St. George, & Jane Hopp. “Students’ Knowledge and Self-Perceptions Regarding Integrative Medicine and Health Following Training in First-Year Graduate PA, PT, and OT Programs.” *Journal of Allied Health*, vol. 47, no. 3, Fall 2018, e91-e95. [article]

Pennell, Colleen. “Exploring Classroom Discourse in the Common Core Era: A Multiple Case Study.”


Redding, Kimberly. *We are the Drum*, CAPITA Productions. [historical research for theatrical production]


Shackelford, Daniel Y.K. “Using Exercise as Medicine for Cancer and Chronic Diseases: Why We Need Accurate Assessments.” Stewart Science Honors Program, Biola University, February 2019. [invited lecture]

Shackelford, Daniel Y.K., Jessica M. Brown, Brent M. Peterson, & Reid Hayward. “Cancer Stage Does Not Affect Fatigue or VO2peak Improvements Following an Exercise-Based Rehabilitation Program.” American College of Sports Medicine National Meeting, 2018. [presentation]


Zager, James, director/choreographer. *Fortuna the Timebender vs. The Schoolgirls of Doom*. Milwaukee Metro Voices. 10th Street Theatre, Milwaukee, WI, 2018. [performance]

Zager, James, director/choreographer. *80’s Movie*. Milwaukee Metro Voices. 10th Street Theatre, Milwaukee, WI, 2019. [performance]
